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of a system, both styles may be combined: An activity developed bottom-up may
at some level be composed with one that is to be developed top-down, and an
initial top-down design of an application may be refined until a level is reached
where existing activities can be used and encapsulated. If an activity is useful in
a number of applications, it can be stored in a library and reused later in other
systems.

4.1 Case Studies

To evaluate the impact of the presented specification technique with streaming
parameters and ESMs, we conducted a number of case studies, covering several
domains:

Web Services. For the orchestration of web services, we demonstrated in [6]
how WSDL descriptions can be imported automatically as activities. Each
web service operation can be invoked by corresponding streaming parameter
nodes. The ESMs ensure that these operations are invoked in a sensible order
only.

Embedded Systems. In [4] we composed a sensor network from reusable build-
ing blocks. A complete leader election protocol is contributed by one single
activity, encapsulated by an ESM. The system was automatically imple-
mented on Sun SPOTs for embedded Java [19].

Mobile Services. In [17] we developed a mobile, location-aware application,
in which users solve tasks depending on their current location. This system
is used within the FABULA project for mobile learning platforms [20]; the
developed activities are also usable in other application areas.

Home Automation. Within the project ISIS (Infrastructure for Integrated
Services), we develop solutions for the domain of home automation together
with our project partner Telenor. In [7], we demonstrate the composition of
a remote fire alarm, in which most parts are reused from libraries.

Trust Management. [5] presents a number of activities encapsulated by ESMs
for the domain of trust management.

4.2 Libraries of Reusable Building Blocks

The ESMs act as behavioral interfaces [21] that can be used to separate the
work of di!erent developers. When a new activity is introduced providing some
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[retry]

create request

sending = true

add to bu!er

[sending]

[else]

sending = false

[else]

[bu!er.size()=0]
[else]

stopped = true

[sending or 
bu!er.size()>0]

[else]

[stopped]

Bu!ered SMS Sending
send: 
SMSMessage

stop

start

ok

stoppedfailed

ok failed ok: Auth  failed 

report error
[else]

bu!er: List // holding SMS messages
sending: boolean
stopped: boolean
credentials: Auth

: Request

remove sms
from bu!er

s: Send SMSa: Authenticate

store
credentials

start/
starting

/ok

send/
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stop/
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Supported by the Arctis tools, www.arctis.item.ntnu.no
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ok failed 

: Request

s: Send SMS

[retry]

create request

sending = true

add to bu!er

[sending]

[else]

sending = false

[else]

[bu!er.size()=0]
[else]

stopped = true

[sending or 
bu!er.size()>0]

[else]

[stopped]

Bu!ered SMS Sending
send: 
SMSMessage

stop

start

ok

stoppedfailed

ok failed ok: Auth  failed 

report error
[else]

bu!er: List // holding SMS messages
sending: boolean
stopped: boolean
credentials: Auth

: Request

remove sms
from bu!er

s: Send SMSa: Authenticate

store
credentials
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Formal Relationship
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module Activity

extends Naturals, Sequences

variables i , t , f , s, a

variables q1, q2

receive(signal , queue)
∆
=

∧ Len(queue) > 0
∧ Head(queue) = signal

∧ queue
� = Tail(queue)

send(signal , queue)
∆
=

queue
� = Append(queue, signal)

count(signal , queue)
∆
=

let match(n)
∆
= n = signal

in Len(SelectSeq(queue, match))

AInit
∆
=

∧ i = 1 ∧ t = 0 ∧ f = 0 ∧ s = 0 ∧ a = 0
∧ q1 = �� ∧ q2 = ��

r1
∆
=
∧ i = 1 ∧ i

� = 0 ∧ t
� = 1

∧ send(“SUBSCRIBE”, q1)
∧ unchanged �s, f , a, q2�

r2
∆
=
∧ receive(“SMS”, q2)
∧ unchanged �i , s, t , f , a, q1�

r3
∆
=
∧ t = 1 ∧ t

� = 0
∧ send(“UNSUBSCRIBE”, q1)
∧ unchanged �i , s, f , a, q2�

r4
∆
=
∧ f

� = 1
∧ receive(“UNSUBSCRIBE ACK”, q2)
∧ unchanged �i , s, t , a, q1�

g1
∆
=
∧ s

� = 1
∧ receive(“SUBSCRIBE”, q1)
∧ unchanged �i , t , f , a, q2�

g2
∆
=
∧ s = 1
∧ count(“SMS”, q2) = 0
∧ send(“SMS”, q2)
∧ unchanged �i , s, t , f , a, q1�

g3
∆
=
∧ a = 0 ∧ a

� = 1 ∧ s
� = 0

∧ receive(“UNSUBSCRIBE”, q1)
∧ unchanged �i , t , f , q2�

g4
∆
=
∧ a = 1 ∧ a

� = 0
∧ send(“UNSUBSCRIBE ACK”, q2)
∧ unchanged �i , s, t , f , q1�

Invariant
∆
=

∧ Len(q1) + Len(q2) < 3

ANext
∆
= ∨ r1 ∨ r2 ∨ r3 ∨ r4

∨ g1 ∨ g2 ∨ g3 ∨ g4

ASpec
∆
= AInit ∧ ✷[ANext ]�i, s, t, f , q1, q2�

Figure 1: TLA module for the activity

1 TLA Module for the Activity

The first compartment declares all variables. The second compartment de-
fines actions for sending and receiving via queues, and also defines a function
to count how may signals of a certain type are within a queue, used in action
g2. The third compartment lists all actions r1..r4 and g1..g4 as illustrated in
the paper. Action g2 has the additional condition count(”SMS”, q1) to take
the time estimate into account which is required for boundedness. The fifth
compartment contains an invariant about the boundedness.

1

A
module InterfaceR

extends Naturals, Sequences

variables queue In, queue Out , state

receive(signal , queue)
∆
=

∧ Len(queue) > 0
∧ Head(queue) = signal
∧ queue � = Tail(queue)

send(signal , queue)
∆
= queue � = Append(queue, signal)

INIT
∆
=

∧ state = 1
∧ queue In = �� ∧ queue Out = ��

subscribe
∆
=

∧ state = 1 ∧ state � = 2
∧ send(“SUBSCRIBE”, queue Out)
∧ unchanged �queue In�

sms
∆
=

∧ state = 2 ∨ state = 3
∧ receive(“SMS”, queue In)
∧ unchanged �state, queue Out�

unsubscribe
∆
=

∧ state = 2 ∧ state � = 3
∧ send(“UNSUBSCRIBE”, queue Out)
∧ unchanged �queue In�

unsubscribe ack
∆
=

∧ state = 3 ∧ state � = 4
∧ receive(“UNSUBSCRIBE ACK”, queue In)
∧ unchanged �queue Out�

otherSends
∆
=

∧ send(“SMS”, queue In) ∨ send(“UNSUBSCRIBE ACK”, queue In)
∧ unchanged �state, queue Out�

otherReceives
∆
=

∧ receive(“SUBSCRIBE”, queue Out) ∨ receive(“UNSUBSCRIBE”, queue Out)
∧ unchanged �state, queue In�

NEXT
∆
= subscribe ∨ sms ∨ unsubscribe ∨ unsubscribe ack ∨ otherSends ∨ otherReceives

RSpec
∆
= INIT ∧ ✷[NEXT ]�state, queue In, queue Out�

Figure 2: TLA module for the interface Ir at the receiver side

3

E

removal of τ -steps. Since this may again result in multiple steps with the same
label between a pair of states, we remove duplicate steps during merging.

4.5 Step 5: Encapsulation as Service Contracts

From the graphs obtained after minimization we construct UML state machines
as the final representation for the service contracts. These state machines are
stored within a UML model repository, for which we use the one provided by
the Eclipse Modeling Project [9]. Each state of a graph is represented by a UML
state. Graph states with no outgoing edge are represented by UML final states,
and the initial state is marked by an initial transition originating from an initial
pseudo state. The edges are represented by UML transitions. Receiving labels
(?) are translated to corresponding signal triggers, and sending labels (!) to
send signal actions as part of a transition’s effect. The signals referred by these
sending actions and triggers declare typed attributes if the activity flows they
represent transport objects, so that the interface also defines which data types
are required.

5 Discussion

5.1 Soundness of the Generated Interfaces

By taking activities as starting point, we can utilize a property of activities that
distinguishes them from the state machines used to model interfaces: State ma-
chines must for every control state explicitly declare signals they can receive. We
recall the example from the introduction, in which s r3 in Fig. 2 must explic-
itly declare ?sms. Forgetting the declaration of this reception results in input
inconsistent behavior, and may result in unspecified receptions.

In contrast, activities do not exhibit unspecified receptions: Signal sendings
and receptions are modeled by the very same element, a single flow crossing
partition borders. Whenever a token representing a signal is at the head of a
queue entering a partition, it may continue and trigger the behavior declared
by the downstream flow.3 The activities we take as input for the generation of
interfaces therefore describe input-consistent behavior.

To ensure, that the interfaces generated by the algorithm do in fact describe
the behavior observed in the activity, we reason in temporal logic. The interfaces
need to be abstractions of the complete behavior described by the activity, or,
vice-versa, the activity must be a valid refinement of all the interfaces. In tempo-
ral logic, this can be verified by a refinement proof. Both, the complete behavior
of the collaboration A and the generated interfaces Ii, can be represented by
TLA specifications Sa and Si, respectively. In TLA, refinement corresponds to
implication (⇒). This means we have to prove that for all interfaces i, Sa ⇒ Si

holds. With refinement mappings, TLA offers a quite elegant method to perform
3 If this behavior would harm any of the properties in Sect. 3.4, it would be detected

by the analysis and the construction of the interface would be aborted.

Activity ESM
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Automatic Encapsulation

[retry]

create request

sending = true

add to bu!er

[sending]

[else]

sending = false

[else]

[bu!er.size()=0]
[else]

stopped = true

[sending or 
bu!er.size()>0]

[else]

[stopped]

Bu!ered SMS Sending
send

stop

start

ok

stoppedfailed

ok failed ok: Auth  failed 

report error
[else]

bu!er: List // holding SMS messages
sending: boolean
stopped: boolean
credentials: Auth

: Request

remove sms
from bu!er

s: Send SMSa: Authenticate

store
credentials

Periodic
Timer

start

stoptick
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[retry]

create request

sending = true

add to bu!er

[sending]

[else]

sending = false

[else]

[bu!er.size()=0]
[else]

stopped = true

[sending or 
bu!er.size()>0]

[else]

[stopped]

Bu!ered SMS Sending
send

stop

start

ok

stoppedfailed

ok failed ok: Auth  failed 

report error
[else]

bu!er: List // holding SMS messages
sending: boolean
stopped: boolean
credentials: Auth

: Request

remove sms
from bu!er

s: Send SMSa: Authenticate

store
credentials +
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SMS Inquiry Service
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Incremental Verification

[retry]

create request

sending = true

add to bu!er

[sending]

[else]

sending = false

[else]

[bu!er.size()=0]
[else]

stopped = true

[sending or 
bu!er.size()>0]

[else]

[stopped]

Bu!ered SMS Sending
send: 
SMSMessage

stop

start

ok

stoppedfailed

ok failed ok: Auth  failed 

report error
[else]

bu!er: List // holding SMS messages
sending: boolean
stopped: boolean
credentials: Auth

: Request

remove sms
from bu!er

s: Send SMSa: Authenticate

store
credentials

start/
starting

/ok

send/
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removal of τ -steps. Since this may again result in multiple steps with the same
label between a pair of states, we remove duplicate steps during merging.

4.5 Step 5: Encapsulation as Service Contracts

From the graphs obtained after minimization we construct UML state machines
as the final representation for the service contracts. These state machines are
stored within a UML model repository, for which we use the one provided by
the Eclipse Modeling Project [9]. Each state of a graph is represented by a UML
state. Graph states with no outgoing edge are represented by UML final states,
and the initial state is marked by an initial transition originating from an initial
pseudo state. The edges are represented by UML transitions. Receiving labels
(?) are translated to corresponding signal triggers, and sending labels (!) to
send signal actions as part of a transition’s effect. The signals referred by these
sending actions and triggers declare typed attributes if the activity flows they
represent transport objects, so that the interface also defines which data types
are required.

5 Discussion

5.1 Soundness of the Generated Interfaces

By taking activities as starting point, we can utilize a property of activities that
distinguishes them from the state machines used to model interfaces: State ma-
chines must for every control state explicitly declare signals they can receive. We
recall the example from the introduction, in which s r3 in Fig. 2 must explic-
itly declare ?sms. Forgetting the declaration of this reception results in input
inconsistent behavior, and may result in unspecified receptions.

In contrast, activities do not exhibit unspecified receptions: Signal sendings
and receptions are modeled by the very same element, a single flow crossing
partition borders. Whenever a token representing a signal is at the head of a
queue entering a partition, it may continue and trigger the behavior declared
by the downstream flow.3 The activities we take as input for the generation of
interfaces therefore describe input-consistent behavior.

To ensure, that the interfaces generated by the algorithm do in fact describe
the behavior observed in the activity, we reason in temporal logic. The interfaces
need to be abstractions of the complete behavior described by the activity, or,
vice-versa, the activity must be a valid refinement of all the interfaces. In tempo-
ral logic, this can be verified by a refinement proof. Both, the complete behavior
of the collaboration A and the generated interfaces Ii, can be represented by
TLA specifications Sa and Si, respectively. In TLA, refinement corresponds to
implication (⇒). This means we have to prove that for all interfaces i, Sa ⇒ Si

holds. With refinement mappings, TLA offers a quite elegant method to perform
3 If this behavior would harm any of the properties in Sect. 3.4, it would be detected

by the analysis and the construction of the interface would be aborted.
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automatically on UML activities in order to check numerous properties that
should hold for any application, like the freedom of deadlocks or bounded com-
munication queues. Problems identified are presented in the form of animations
and annotations within the diagrams, as demonstrated in [7], so that engineers
do not require a formal background to assure the quality of their models.

A well-known challenge of model checking is the problem of state explo-
sion [25], i.e., that realistic systems often have so many reachable states that
a complete analysis cannot be handled within acceptable time. By using ESMs,
however, we can verify systems incrementally, since each activity is analyzed
separately. When an activity is model checked, all its subordinate activities re-
ferred to by call behavior actions are represented by their respective ESMs. This
reduces the number of states to be checked significantly, since the ESMs have
usually much less states as they are more abstract than the activities they en-
capsulate. To achieve that, our model checker verifies two properties for each
activity:

(i) The activity has always to comply with its own ESM, i.e., Ax ! Ex as
mentioned in Sect. 3 holds.

(ii) An activity must always fulfill the ESMs of its subordinate activities.

Formally, a system S using activity Ax is described by S ! Ax " N , with N as
the behavior of the surrounding context of Ax (see [16]). To prove a property
I during the analysis, PA ! S ! "I must hold.1 Using the ESMs instead,
the model checker verifies the less complex proof PE ! Ex " N ! "I. Since
PE " (Ax ! Ex) ! PA holds trivially and (i) holds, the replacement of the
activities by their ESMs is formally correct. (See also [2].)

The degree of reduction of the size of the state space is discussed below.
Further, when an activity is reused, the analysis e!ort spent will be reused as
well. We assume that the designer of a building block only adds an activity to
a library after it passed the analysis and does not contain any errors. Thus,
other engineers may simply apply the building block without the need to check
the correctness of it’s internal behavior again. They only have to prove that the
environment of the block complies with its ESM.

It is also beneficial for the human developers that the analysis is focused on
one activity at a time: Once an erroneous situation is identified by the model
checker, the underlying problem is typically easier to understand and solve when
only a single activity has to be understood. This makes it also possible to study
intricate synchronization problems isolation, as demonstrated in [8].

5.1 Scalability and Reduction of State Space

To make a point in case, we consider a simple example from the domain of
Grid technology. These systems stand out for their high number of processes
running in parallel. Here, each combination of the local process states forms a
1 In temporal logic, " is the “always” operator stating that a property holds in all

states of a system description.
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automatically on UML activities in order to check numerous properties that
should hold for any application, like the freedom of deadlocks or bounded com-
munication queues. Problems identified are presented in the form of animations
and annotations within the diagrams, as demonstrated in [7], so that engineers
do not require a formal background to assure the quality of their models.

A well-known challenge of model checking is the problem of state explo-
sion [25], i.e., that realistic systems often have so many reachable states that
a complete analysis cannot be handled within acceptable time. By using ESMs,
however, we can verify systems incrementally, since each activity is analyzed
separately. When an activity is model checked, all its subordinate activities re-
ferred to by call behavior actions are represented by their respective ESMs. This
reduces the number of states to be checked significantly, since the ESMs have
usually much less states as they are more abstract than the activities they en-
capsulate. To achieve that, our model checker verifies two properties for each
activity:

(i) The activity has always to comply with its own ESM, i.e., Ax ! Ex as
mentioned in Sect. 3 holds.

(ii) An activity must always fulfill the ESMs of its subordinate activities.

Formally, a system S using activity Ax is described by S ! Ax " N , with N as
the behavior of the surrounding context of Ax (see [16]). To prove a property
I during the analysis, PA ! S ! "I must hold.1 Using the ESMs instead,
the model checker verifies the less complex proof PE ! Ex " N ! "I. Since
PE " (Ax ! Ex) ! PA holds trivially and (i) holds, the replacement of the
activities by their ESMs is formally correct. (See also [2].)

The degree of reduction of the size of the state space is discussed below.
Further, when an activity is reused, the analysis e!ort spent will be reused as
well. We assume that the designer of a building block only adds an activity to
a library after it passed the analysis and does not contain any errors. Thus,
other engineers may simply apply the building block without the need to check
the correctness of it’s internal behavior again. They only have to prove that the
environment of the block complies with its ESM.

It is also beneficial for the human developers that the analysis is focused on
one activity at a time: Once an erroneous situation is identified by the model
checker, the underlying problem is typically easier to understand and solve when
only a single activity has to be understood. This makes it also possible to study
intricate synchronization problems isolation, as demonstrated in [8].

5.1 Scalability and Reduction of State Space

To make a point in case, we consider a simple example from the domain of
Grid technology. These systems stand out for their high number of processes
running in parallel. Here, each combination of the local process states forms a
1 In temporal logic, " is the “always” operator stating that a property holds in all

states of a system description.
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active
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removal of τ -steps. Since this may again result in multiple steps with the same
label between a pair of states, we remove duplicate steps during merging.

4.5 Step 5: Encapsulation as Service Contracts

From the graphs obtained after minimization we construct UML state machines
as the final representation for the service contracts. These state machines are
stored within a UML model repository, for which we use the one provided by
the Eclipse Modeling Project [9]. Each state of a graph is represented by a UML
state. Graph states with no outgoing edge are represented by UML final states,
and the initial state is marked by an initial transition originating from an initial
pseudo state. The edges are represented by UML transitions. Receiving labels
(?) are translated to corresponding signal triggers, and sending labels (!) to
send signal actions as part of a transition’s effect. The signals referred by these
sending actions and triggers declare typed attributes if the activity flows they
represent transport objects, so that the interface also defines which data types
are required.

5 Discussion

5.1 Soundness of the Generated Interfaces

By taking activities as starting point, we can utilize a property of activities that
distinguishes them from the state machines used to model interfaces: State ma-
chines must for every control state explicitly declare signals they can receive. We
recall the example from the introduction, in which s r3 in Fig. 2 must explic-
itly declare ?sms. Forgetting the declaration of this reception results in input
inconsistent behavior, and may result in unspecified receptions.

In contrast, activities do not exhibit unspecified receptions: Signal sendings
and receptions are modeled by the very same element, a single flow crossing
partition borders. Whenever a token representing a signal is at the head of a
queue entering a partition, it may continue and trigger the behavior declared
by the downstream flow.3 The activities we take as input for the generation of
interfaces therefore describe input-consistent behavior.

To ensure, that the interfaces generated by the algorithm do in fact describe
the behavior observed in the activity, we reason in temporal logic. The interfaces
need to be abstractions of the complete behavior described by the activity, or,
vice-versa, the activity must be a valid refinement of all the interfaces. In tempo-
ral logic, this can be verified by a refinement proof. Both, the complete behavior
of the collaboration A and the generated interfaces Ii, can be represented by
TLA specifications Sa and Si, respectively. In TLA, refinement corresponds to
implication (⇒). This means we have to prove that for all interfaces i, Sa ⇒ Si

holds. With refinement mappings, TLA offers a quite elegant method to perform
3 If this behavior would harm any of the properties in Sect. 3.4, it would be detected

by the analysis and the construction of the interface would be aborted.
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